State-dependent vs. central motor effects of ethanol on breathing.
Ethanol, one of the most widely used drugs in Western society, worsens obstructive sleep apnea in humans. No studies, however, have distinguished between two primary mechanisms that could mediate suppression of genioglossus (GG) activity with ethanol. We test the hypothesis that ethanol suppresses GG activity by effects at the hypoglossal motor pool and/or by state-dependent regulation of motor activity via independent influences on sleep/arousal processes. Intraperitoneal injections of ethanol (1.25 g/kg, n = 6 rats) resulted in maximum blood levels of 125.5 +/- 15.8 mg/dl, i.e., physiologically relevant levels for producing behavioral impairment in rats and humans. Ethanol decreased wakefulness, reduced sleep latency, and increased non-rapid eye movement sleep (P < 0.001, n = 10 rats) and significantly reduced postural muscle tone and electroencephalogram frequencies, consistent with sedation. Ethanol also caused a state-dependent (wakefulness only) decrease in respiratory-related GG activity (P = 0.018) but did not affect diaphragm amplitude or rate, with the magnitude of GG decrease related to baseline activity (P < 0.0002). Ethanol did not alter GG activity when applied to the hypoglossal motor pool (0.025-1 M, n = 16 isoflurane-anesthetized rats). In conclusion, ethanol promoted sleep and altered electroencephalogram and postural motor activities, indicative of sedation. The lack of effect on GG with ethanol at the hypoglossal motor pool indicates that the GG and postural motor suppression following systemic administration was mediated via effects on state-dependent/arousal-related processes. These data show that ethanol can suppress GG by primary influences on state-dependent aspects of central nervous system function independent of effects on the respiratory network per se, a distinction that has not previously been identified experimentally.